
LESSON 2: DECISION MAKING 
 

...APP… 

USING THE APP 
Download the Ozobot app.  
Just like on paper, Ozobot can follow lines and read codes on a tablet as well. 
There are some differences though. Ozobot does not need to turn on the 
lights underneath since there is so much light coming from the tablet already. 
Make sure that the brightness of your tablet is set to as bright as possible so 
Ozobot can see well enough. 

 
Also, the calibration routine is different. On your tablet, do the following:

 
1. Open the Ozobot app, go to home if you are not there already, and 

press the “Ozobot Tuneup” button. 
2. On the Tune Up page, press the “Calibrate Sensors” button. Follow the 

3 steps shown on the bottom of the screen. 
 

You will have to calibrate this way every time you start playing on a tablet. 
This also means that you will have to calibrate every time you switch from 
playing on paper to playing on a tablet. And the reverse is also true: you will 
have to calibrate on paper (see lesson 1 on how to do that) every time you 
switch from playing on a tablet to playing on paper. 

 
If your Ozobot still behaves strangely, try moving away from any bright 
lights. Ozobot’s sensors are very sensitive and too much light from the 
surroundings will confuse Ozobot. 

 
Ok, now we are ready to go! 

 

...RANDOMNESS… 
Open the Ozobot app on a tablet, go to home if you are not there already, 
and go to OzoLuck. Choose 2 outcomes on the bottom of the screen, pick the 
equilibrium maze and press “GO”. You have entered the maze game screen. 
 



      
 

 
 

To pick a game, press “LOAD” on the top of the screen which brings up all the 
available games. Pick “Numbers” from the list. 

 
Let’s imagine that you’re on a game show and there are two doors, door 1 and 
door 2. There is a prize behind one of the doors, but which one should you 
pick? Let Ozobot decide. Place Ozobot on the start symbol in the top middle 
portion of the screen and press “START”. Which way does Ozobot go? 

 
Ozobot has two options: take a left or right turn. Does Ozobot always take a 
left or always take a right? Press “STOP” and repeat the experiment a few 
times. What can you observe? 

 
Does this remind you of anything? It’s a bit like flipping a coin. There are two 
options: heads or tails. Before flipping, there is no way of knowing which face 
you will get. It’s simply a matter of chance. 

 
It is the same situation here: Ozobot seems to take some left and some right 
turns, but there is no logic behind those decisions. When you place Ozobot on 
the start, there is no way of knowing which way Ozobot will turn. Ozobot’s 
decisions are random. 
 

...CHANCES…  
Let’s go back to the coin example. If you flip a coin 2 or 3 times you might get 
all heads or all tails. But if you try long enough, then you would expect to get 
as many heads as tails. So about half of the time you will get heads and the 
other half tails. 

 
It’s the same with Ozobot. Even though we don’t know the decision at the 
moment we place Ozobot on the start, we can guess from playing often 
enough that Ozobot will not favor one door over the other. So, we can 
assume that half of the time Ozobot will go left and the other half of the time 
right. Speaking in probabilities, this means the probability of going left is 1/2 
and the probability of going right is also 1/2. 

 



This is the “Law of Large Numbers”. It says that if we try long enough, then 
events that have the same likelihood even out. For Ozobot that means, you 
will see that in about half of your tries Ozobot decides to go left, and in about 
half of the tries Ozobot turns right. 
 
THREE OPTIONS 
We will use the OzoDraw Challenge in the Ozobot app now. Go to “Home” in 
the Ozobot app by pressing the “HOME” button in the upper left corner. From 
there, go to OzoDraw, then to Challenge mode and pick the first challenge in 
the list (the one that looks like a cross). 

 
The start is on the left. Place Ozobot on the start and observe Ozobot’s 
behavior at the intersection. There are three options: turn left, turn right and 
go straight. Which one will Ozobot take? 

 

Repeat the experiment a couple of times. Now calculate the probabilities 

of going left, right or straight. 
Check your work with printout Lesson 2. Solutions #1 

 

Is going left more likely now than when there were only two options? 
Check your work with printout Lesson 2. Solutions #2 

 

What other examples of random behavior with the same likelihood do 

you know? 

Check your work with printout Lesson 2. Solutions #3  

 

...CODES… 
Go back to the challenge on the tablet. Now let’s imagine that the track 

we see is a road and Ozobot has to get from “Start” to “Finish”. If Ozobot 

turns left or right, there is a dead-end and Ozobot becomes stuck. Use 

the “go straight” code to make Ozobot reach the Finish every time you 

play. 

 

You may notice that the straight code is blinking and doesn’t look like the 

codes we used on paper in lesson 1. The blinking codes are called “flash 

codes” and the codes we used on paper are called “static codes”. The go 

straight flash code we are using here does exactly the same as the static 



code: it makes Ozobot go straight at the next intersection. Be careful 

though, as with all codes, don’t place it too close to an intersection. 

 

If you need help with this challenge, press the “Solution” button. 

 

After placing the code, put Ozobot on the “Start” and see if Ozobot 

reaches the “Finish.” Repeat several times to see if Ozobot reaches the 

“Finish” every time. Now you can see that Ozobot does not have a choice 

anymore. Ozobot is going straight every time. This means the behavior is 

not random anymore. Ozobot understands our instructions and executes 

them. 

 

What is the probability of reaching “Finish?” 
Check your work with printout Lesson 2. Solutions #4 
 

...A-MAZE-ING… 
We have learned about probabilities and this is part of what a 

statistician does. Where is this being used? Think of election day for 

example. Statisticians use a complex system of probabilities to predict 

the winner of an election. This way, we don’t have to wait until every 

single vote is counted - statisticians can predict the outcome ahead of 

time. 

 

Another area is the computation of insurance premiums. Statisticians 

help to figure out how much everybody has to pay so the insurance 

company has enough money to pay somebody in the case of an 

accident. Statisticians also work for drug companies and design studies 

that test if a new drug is safe to use. And there are many, many other 

applications in which statistics is being used. 

 
For the maze exercise, imagine Ozobot works in a warehouse and has to 
stock shelves.  
We are using a paper printout Lesson 2 No. 1  
Make sure to calibrate Ozobot on paper before starting the exercise. Ozobot 
picks up shoes at the start and has to bring a pair to the end of aisle 3. Put 



Ozobot on the line at the “Place here” arrow, facing right and see where 
Ozobot ends up. Repeat this a couple of times. Without using any codes, is it 
likely that Ozobot makes to aisle 3? Which aisle do you think Ozobot would 
go to the most and which the least and why? 

 

Is Ozobot more likely to get to aisle 3 than to aisle 2? Or more likely to 

go to aisle 3 than to aisle 4? Explain. 

 
Let’s help Ozobot reach aisle 3 every time with the use of codes.  
Take printout Lesson 2. No. 2 
Use the following codes: 
Try 1: go straight and left. 
Fill in these two codes into two of the available spaces and cover the unused 
spaces with black marker. Place Ozobot on the line at the “Place here” arrow, 
facing right, and see if Ozobot makes it to the end of aisle 3. 

 
Do the same experiment 2 more times, each time using a fresh copy of 
handout #2, but with different codes: 
Try 2: jump right, left, u-turn 
Try 3: u-turn (2x), go straight (2x) 

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 
 

  



 

  

 
  

 
 

  
 

 
  

 
 

 
  

 
 

 
  

 


